What are the significant videos in Palestinian Web space, defined initially as videos referenced by .ps sites?

Method: Generate list of all .ps Websites with the technique employed by generatenational.net. Query all .ps sites individually for youtube, google video and ikbis video references. Query style: site:palestinereport.ps "youtube.com/watch". Other video player queries: ‘video.google.com/videoplay’, "ikbis.com".

- A clip recorded from Abu Dhabi TV channel featuring a poem by Tamir El-Barghouti (a half Palestinian half Egyptian poet living in Cairo) called "Mo'aded" (Yesterday). The poet reads his poem live to an audience grouped in a studio in Abu Dhabi. Targeting a wide range of national liberation groups; would appeal to nationalist, Islamist, and leftist audience groups.

- A very short clip from Aqsa channel showing Fatah members trying to create chaos and commotion in the street by throwing stones and carrying Molotov cocktails. The video sides with Hamas's troops. This video seems to indicate an internet genre of repeated clips of the same nature. Interlinked with speeches by Hamas's leadership as well as similar videos.

- A short cartoon clip produced by Aqua channel showing Dahlan and his Militia as cowardly saboteurs being stopped by the Hamas lion. Youtube links it to 29 other videos (many of them are other cartoons by Hamas).

- A professionally produced clip of a song by Sami Yousif (renowned singer who sings about religious matters, Islamic).
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